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Troubleshooting Linux(R) FirewallsAddison Wesley, 2004
When something goes wrong with your Linux firewall, you need to fix itright now. You don't have time for endless newsgroup searches, confusing man pages, emails to the developers... it's an emergency! One book brings together all the step-by-step solutions and proven problem-solving techniques you'll need when the time comes:...
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PC Magazine Windows XP Security SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Think you're safe?
    Guess what?    

    Studies have estimated that up to 90 percent of computers are infected by some security threat or another. There's a good chance yours is among them, but any computer can be easily secured to a high level-if you know what you're doing.    

    They're out there. Trust PC Magazine to...
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Linux Network Administrator's Guide (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2000
This book was written to provide a single reference for network administration
in a Linux environment. Beginners and experienced users alike should find the
information they need to cover nearly all important administration activities
required to manage a Linux network configuration. The possible range of
topics to cover is...
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ModSecurity HandbookFeisty Duck, 2010

	ModSecurity Handbook is the definitive guide to ModSecurity, a popular open source web application firewall. Written by Ivan Ristic, who designed and wrote much of ModSecurity, this book will teach you everything you need to know to monitor the activity on your web sites and protect them from attack. Situated between your web sites and the...
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Cisco Firewalls (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2011

	Networks today have outgrown exponentially both in size and complexity, becoming
	more multifaceted and increasingly challenging to secure. The blueprint of a core network
	requires a strong foundation, which can be simply provided with an integrated firewall
	architecture cemented at the core of the system. Today, the firewall has become...
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CCSP CSVPN Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 642-511)Que, 2003
The Exam Cram method of study focuses on exactly what you need to get certified now.

In this book you'll learn how to:

	
    Develop a solid foundation of VPN technologies and apply them to Cisco's VPN hardware and software...
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Check Point Next Generation Security AdministrationSyngress Publishing, 2002
Check Point NG aims to teach its readers how to install and set up VPN-1/FireWall-1 Next Generation, the latest version of the highly respected firewall software from Check Point. Its authors--all with significant network and security certifications--accomplish their objective: it seems likely that this book will travel with a lot of Check...
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Hardening Windows, Second EditionApress, 2005
Hardening is the process of protecting a system against unknown threats.  System administrators harden against that which they think could be a threat. Administrators know the Internet is a hostile environment. Although they can't tell, for example, that a hacker will attempt to gain access to the SQL server next Tuesday, they can bet...
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Alan Simpson's Windows XP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Comprehensive in its treatment of Microsoft's latest and greatest operating system for the masses, Alan Simpson's Windows XP Bible has an answer to most "How do I..." questions that are likely to arise in the minds of Windows XP users, particularly those who aren't too familiar with recent versions of Windows. If you're going to...
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CCIE Security Exam Certification Guide (CCIE Self-Study)Cisco Press, 2003
Official self-study test preparation guide for the CCIE Security written exam

Review all CCIE Security written exam topics, including: 


	Switching concepts, routing protocols, and WAN protocols, including PPP, ISDN, and Frame Relay
	DNS, TFTP, Secure Shell, Secure Socket Layer Protocol, NTP, and...
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Web Penetration Testing with Kali LinuxPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide to implementing penetration testing strategies on websites, web applications, and standard web protocols with Kali Linux


	Overview

	
		Learn key reconnaissance concepts needed as a penetration tester
	
		Attack and exploit key features, authentication, and sessions on web...
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IBM WebSphere DataPower SOA Appliance HandbookIBM Press, 2009

	Expert Guide to Deploying, Using, and Managing DataPower SOA Appliances


	 


	IBM® WebSphere® DataPower® appliances can simplify SOA deployment, strengthen SOA security, enhance SOA performance, and dramatically improve SOA return on...
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